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Abstract 
Our paper focuses on the cultural representations of the American continent conveyed through the soap operas broadcasted in 
Romania. The methodology of research is based on a sociolinguistic study. The sociolinguistic study includes a questionnaire, 
prepared in the Romanian language and semi-direct interviews with Romanian respondents. The questionnaire is applied to 
100 Romanian viewers across generations in order to find out their cultural representations of the American material and 
symbolic practices of everyday life across soap operas. The data are processed and the contents of representations is analysed 
based on quantitative and qualitative techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
Media cannot present the world to us, despite their assertions of truth, reality and verisimilitude. In practice 
the media offer us perspectives or selected views on our world. They re-present that world to us by constructing 
images and behaviours for lots of different groups within, and indeed outside, our own society. So we are aware 
of families represented in a range of television soaps. We have knowledge of sportspeople through sports 
coverage in the press and on television programmes. We are dependent on the media for our insights into what it 
was like to live in a time before we were born. Our knowledge of other countries and lifestyles is usually based 
on media constructs. And so on. 
The fact is that the media have the power through selection and reinforcement to give us very influential 
portrayals of a whole range of groups, situations and ideas. We make sense of these representations in different 
ways according to the values and assumptions we carry around in our own heads. So representation is not just 
about the way the world is presented to us but also about how we engage with media texts in order to interpret 
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and assimilate such portrayals. This concept of representation is, therefore, just as much about audience 
interpretation as it is about the portrayals that are offered to us by the media. 
2. Soap Operas 
 
  In order to analyse the impact in terms of cultural representations that soap operas have, one should have in 
mind a clear definition of this type of television product. The most common definition [1] is provided by the 
dictionary and point that soap operas are “a series of television or radio programmes about the lives and problems 
of a particular group of characters. The series continues over a long period and is broadcast (several times) every 
week.” This kind of programme started to be broadcasted in 1920s-1930s and their name referred to the product 
of the sponsor-producers and to the supposed melodramatic excesses of the genre operas, being characterized by 
open-ended narratives, a community of densely interrelated characters and storylines concerned with moral and 
social issues. 
In Romania, among the foreign languages commonly studied and used, one should mention English as being 
the most important one. Another peculiarity of the Romanian context is the fact that all movies broadcasted are 
subtitled which makes English even easier for those who study or use it. Romanian cable providers are very fond 
of broadcasting English language movies, either (and most currently) American, or British or even Australian 
ones. It is also important to mention that a part of the Romanian TV female audience enjoy watching Spanish 





People develop attitudes towards languages which reflect their views about those who speak the languages, 
and the contexts and functions with which they are associated.  
Attitudes to language reflect attitudes to the users and the uses of language. There is nothing intrinsically 
ugly about any particular language. There is no universal consensus about which languages sound most beautiful 
or ugly, despite people’s beliefs that some languages are just inherently more beautiful than others, according to 
Holmes[2].  
Representation and attitude are two concepts that come from social psychology and overlap most of the time. 
According to Jodelet [3], a social representation is “a form of socially developed and shared knowledge, with 
practical implications, which contributes to the construction of a common reality for a social group”. 
Representations consequently play a decisive role in the management of social relations, in terms of both 
behaviour and communication.  
Moscovici [4] described two main processes by which the unfamiliar is made familiar: Anchoring and 
Objectification. Anchoring involves the ascribing of meaning to new phenomena – objects, relations, 
experiences, practices, etc – by means of integrating the object being represented into existing worldviews. In this 
way, the threat that the strange and unfamiliar object poses is being erased. In the process of objectification 
something abstract is turned into something almost concrete. It produces a domestication of the unfamiliar in a 
way that is far more active than anchoring because objectification saturates the idea of unfamiliarity with reality, 
turns it into the very essence of reality. 
It is important to note that social representations are depicted as both the process and the result of social 
construction. In the socio-cognitive activity of representation that produces representations, social representations 
are constantly converted into a social reality while continuously being re-interpreted, re-thought, re-presented. 
 
4. Methodology 
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To yield the most plausible answers to our research questions, a theoretical and a methodological framework 
have been applied. The sociolinguistic study includes a questionnaire, prepared in the Romanian language and 
semi-direct interviews with Romanian respondents. The questionnaire was applied to 100 Romanian viewers 
across generations in order to find out their cultural representations of the American material and symbolic 
practices of everyday life across soap operas. In point of age, interviewees belonging to five categories agreed to 
take part in the conducted study: under 20, between 20 and 30, between 30 and 40, between 40 and 50 and over 
50. The most numerous group was represented by respondents between 30 and 40. The enquiry involved 59% 
women and 41% men as women seemed more open, more available to watch such movies and more cooperative. 
As for the socio-professional categories, the interviewees were students, retired persons or people having 
different jobs such as: physiotherapist, administrator, engineer, economist, cashier, judicial counselor, 
accountant, teacher, waitress, marketing specialist, translator, clerk, worker, electrician, technician.   
 
5. The Questionnaire 
 
The first three questions of the questionnaire focused on general issues such as: 
a. To what extent are you attracted by soap operas? b. Which are the American Soap operas Romanians get 
interested in? c. How long have you been watching your favourite soap-opera? 
The answers given to the first question showed that a large majority of the TV audience watch soap operas 
(92%), even if they are attracted by this genre more or less; thus, 12% declared that they liked them very much 
and 20% declared that they enjoyed watching them to great extent. About a third of the audience (36%) 
mentioned that they are attracted by them while 24% of them mentioned that they are attracted only to a little 
extent by such movies. 
The American Soap operas Romanians got interested in are:  Dallas, Dynasty, The Young and the Restless, 
Gossip Girl, Melrose Place, How to survive a marriage, Beverly Hills, 90210, The City, Sunset Beach, Six Days 
Seven Nights, X-Files, Seinfeld, Friends, Grey’s Anatomy, Mannix, Lost, Prison Break, Saved by the Bell, Love 
and Marriage, Supernatural, Dark Angel, Dr. House, Sex and the City, Lie to me, Desperate Housewives, 
Without a Trace, Maddie & David. This long enumeration shows that Romanians know different American soap-
operas and they have been watching them either since the very beginning (64%), or for a year (19%), or for 2 
years (6%).  
Analysing the respondents’ opinions, the declared profile of Americans is made of positive representations 
such as: pragmatic, civilized, very firm, brave, optimistic, cheerful, confident, funny, free spirit, free people, 
enjoying being in their shoes, detached, free manners, very open, intelligent, inventive,  advanced, patriots, 
successful in career & business, sociable, very nationalistic, powerful, tolerant, educated, hard-working, 
friendly, but also of negative representations, namely: idiots, superficial, libertine, wanting to be taken as 
supermen, obese, unlearned, manipulated, very dreaming and superficial, puerile, innocent, without scruples 
when attaining the goal, undisciplined, no cultural background, without scruples, businessmen, selfish. 
In fact, analyzing the data obtained through the questionnaire, we could remark that positive representations 
are more frequent than negative one, as well as neuter representations are less common (common people, normal 
people, using car permanently, eating fast food or at the restaurants, enjoying traveling and parties). This part of 
the questionnaire also revealed the fact that the Southern Americans are cheerful and the Northern Americans are 
a mixture of nations, without history but who think themselves the hub of the universe. 
The representations mentioned by the respondents fall into three different categories offering a cultural 
perspective, an insight in Americans’ personality as it could be perceived through soap-operas and a life-style 
perspective. As for the cultural perspective, representations such as: businessmen, pragmatic, civilized, free spirit, 
free people, detached, free manners, patriots, advanced, successful in business, nationalistic, powerful, tolerant, 
serious, educated, unlearned, good at their jobs, masters of the universe, mixture of nationalities, without history, 
obese, manipulated, very dreaming, no cultural background suggest that Americans are good professionals, 
successful, not having enough traditions, but really fond of their country. The personality related elements 
(hardworking, serious, open-minded, superficial, libertine, ill-mannered, optimistic, without inhibitions, 
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intelligent, inventive, confident, sociable, firm, adapting to all situations, funny, idiots, puerile, innocent, without 
scruples, undisciplined) mainly present them as people striving for their life, open-minded, funny, rather 
optimistic and sociable. Finally, the life-style perspective provided by means of such representations is restricted 
to four features: using car permanently, eating fast-food / at the restaurants, enjoying travelling, parties, 
dependant on technology. It is to be noted that no mention of luxury or fashionable clothes, cars, etc is involved 
in spite of the frequency that these elements have in soap-operas. Thus, we do not deal with a unitary built up 
stereotype, in the sense that Allport [5] uses this term, naming “an exaggerated belief associated with a category. 
Its function is to justify (rationalize) our conduct in relation to that category.” 
Most of representations of America as they are described by the respondents are positive (high standard of 
living, educated, “the country of all possibilities”, good opinion, interesting culture, a rich  flourishing and 
powerful country,  offers many opportunities for development, touristic location, a civilized nation, good 
impression, a beautiful country with many contrasts), while only a few may be seen as negative, some acquiring a 
pejorative nuance (not very good, without inspiration, a conglomerate of nations led by media manipulation, bad 
opinion, a realm where I never want to get, masters of the world). The most frequently used labels of 
representations on the discourse level are: country of all possibilities, realm of promise, master of the universe, 
some evoking a mythical country where each dream may come true. This kind of social stereotyping is frequent 
on individual level but does not rely on the respondents’ own experiences, relying rather on the social experience 
of a group to which they belong as 99% have never been in America and only 25% met an American. We must 
state that stereotypes are dangerous but stereotyping itself is impossible to avoid - it is a natural function of the 
human mind - something that we all do in order to survive mentally in the confusing world around us. 
Thus, direct representations (those obtained by directly getting in touch with Americans or with their 
country) are much more precise, either they are positive (refinement, cultivated, optimism, warm and friendly 
person, friendly, ok, sense of humour) or negative (bad, tormented by the desire to have a job, superficial, fake, 
not prepared, lacking general knowledge). Most of the direct representations are positive, but it is important to 
keep in mind that 75% have developed representations on Americans only through MEDIA which have an 
important role in the indirect knowing of a reality / situation/ country / cultural context). 
The declared profile of American values involves, in the following order: money – 35%, carrier- 26%, 
family- 15%, education-8%, human interrelations-8%, physical appearance- 5%, others-3%.  
The division of the social roles in American society is common, expressing the dichotomy established by 
Alice Eagly [6]: agentic role vs communal role. According to her, the agentic role involves attributes such as 
assertiveness and independence, commonly associated with public activities, and thus, with men. In the 
Romanian respondents’ opinion, the man has, in the American society, two main roles: a financial one (financial 
pillar of family, ensuring the wealth of the family, financial supporter) and the one of the head of family (main 
role, head of family, leader of family, pillar of family, nucleus and protector of family). 
When speaking of the communal role Alice Eagly mentions attributes such as nurturance and emotional 
expressiveness, commonly associated with domestic activities, and thus, with women. So, as far as the role of 
woman in American society is concerned, Romanians see American women as either caregivers (balance the 
status of family, taking care of the family, kids’ education, housewives, mother) or job-oriented (business partner, 
small business, to run a business, to work, career, professional activity). Two remarks are important in point of 
men and women’s social roles: Both male and female roles are envisaged according to family and men and 
women are seen as equal. 
85% of the Romanian respondents consider that the means of characters' attaining goals are rather dishonest 
(any means, anything, blackmail, immoral ones, intimidation, any method, more or less moral, without scruples, 
falsity, revenge, even fatal means, imposing themselves, unorthodox methods) while only 15% think that the 
characters involved by the respective soap-operas use honest means to attain their goals (competence, 
professionalism, chance, work, tenacity, orthodox means, humour). 
     
6. The Semi-direct Interviews  
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The semi-direct interview tries to explain to a certain extent the representations that Romanians have/have 
built about America and Americans by watching soap-operas by analyzing the traces their subjectivity leaves in 
their discourse as well as by establishing the reasons which make them watch this kind of movie. 
Our paper involves a two-level representation analysis: the media depict Americans creating a certain picture in 
the viewers (the first level); a meta-representation: the respondents present (subjectively) the way they think they 
represent Americans through soap-operas watching. It is this second level which made us think to take into 
account the traces of subjectivity in discourse as they become manifest through the semi-direct interview. It is a 
double stake: the research reveals, on one side, the representations of the Americans, but, on the other side, it 
deals with showing some aspects of the cultural identity of the Romanian respondents. 
According to C. Kerbrat-Orecchioni [7], there are different ways for expressing subjectivity; the semi-direct 
interviews showed that the respondents preferred the following ones : speaker’s subjectivity - expressed only by 
deictics (1st person singular); subject - expressed only by deictics (1st person plural); subject - expressed by 
deictics (1st person singular) + affective modality; subject - expressed by deictics (1st person singular and “one”) 
combined with affective modality; without formally expressing the subject; subject - expressed only by affective 
modality 
Analysing the respondents’ answers, we noticed that both external and internal motivation are concerned. 
Viewers invoke reasons related to outer conditions: “I watch American soap-operas as they are most of the 
broadcasted movies” or “because my parents watch them”, involving external motivation, but they also refer to 
internal motivation, under its two forms cognitive and affective one. Thus, the audience refer to the didactic side 
of watching movies in general, as one can learn a lot about language, culture, daily life of the people involved: “I 
watch soap-operas in order to learn the language.” in terms of cognitive motivation, while affective motivation is 
suggested by sentences such as: “The soap-operas are good/easy/sophisticated”; “They are well done.”; “They 
have an extremely interesting story.”; “They are different, new and interesting”. 
Conclusions 
 
Romanian Representations of American society are constructed in an indirect manner, the respondents did 
not have the access to the American context/culture as only a low percentage met natives. They are 
predominantly positive and belong to the conservative type and show that there is no correlation between the 
appearance of negative representations and some characteristics of the respondents (there is no specific profile, 
they have a normal distribution). The roles of man/woman in American society (financial supporter, head of 
family vs caregivers, job-oriented) suggest a traditional perspective, the soap operas being the ones to promote it. 
Labels of representations are linked to the existence of a social stereotype which does not form strictly during the 
individual life experience, being rather trans-generationally transmitted. Analysing cultural representations as 
they arise as a consequence of watching American soap-operas leads to interesting remarks on the psychological 
profile of the Romanian on-lookers. Trying to motivate why they watch American soap-operas, most of the 
respondents reveal, by the part the subjectivity of the language plays, important things related to their cultural 
identity such as: their being open to foreign languages and cultures, their desire to escape Romanian frustrating 
reality by taking refuge in an improvised, temporary and virtual reality that is different and, apparently more 
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